
Parish CE Primary School 
Home Learning Menu 

Year: 4       Term: Summer   
The Essentials - To be completed daily/weekly by all children 
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Math Reading Spellings Times Tables/ 
Arithmetic 

Complete at least one 
Maths Shed Activity. 

 (Mon – Mon) 
 

Daily 15mins minimum 
reading. Can an adult 
question you on what 

you have read? 

Class lists were sent 
out on Tuesday 19th 

April 
 

Try to spend at least 
20mins a week on or 

TTRS 

Books can be changed 
when you are ready Tests are on Fridays Tests are on Fridays 

 
Optional Tasks 

ESSENTIALS 

Task 1: Science 

What do animals eat? 
We can group animals according to what they eat. 

These groups are: Carnivores, Herbivores and Omnivores. 
Find out what these words mean. Think of an example from each category and 

create a detailed food menu for it. 
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Task 2: Geography  
 

Task 3: R.E. Task 4: MFL 
How do plants live in the 

rainforests? 
Find out how plants have adapted to 

their rainforest habitat. Create a 
detailed drawing of a rainforest 

plant, labelling its features and how   
this helps the plant’s survival. 

 
 

The aum symbol 
What is this symbol?  

 
Can you draw it and explain what it 
means to Hindu people? Why is it 

important in the Hindu faith? 
 
 
 

The colours in Spanish 
Can you name the colours in Spanish 
and design colourful poster showing 

what they are? 
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 Task 5: Art or D.T. Task 6: Music Task 7: P.E. 
Viewpoints 

Leonora Carrington was a surrealist 
artist. Pick an object, an animal 

and/or a plant and create a made-up 
character by drawing a combination 

of what you have picked. 

 

 
Music and emotions 

Choose a piece of instrumental music 
that you don’t know (without words). 
Listen to it a few times and then draw 

a picture showing how you feel 
listening to it. Can you sum up your 

emotions using 5 words? 

Stamina 
Time yourself running on the spot. 
How long can you do it for? Repeat 

either at different times of the day or 
every day for a week. How does your 
time change? When can you run the 

longest for? 
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Task 8: P4C Task 9: PSHEC 
Do wild animals have more freedom than people? 

“No, because they just follow their instinct.” 
“But as people we are told what to do by laws and rules and wild animals 

can go wherever they want to.” 
Continue the discussion with your family. What’s your 

opinion? Can you change anyone’s mind? 

 

Friendships 
What makes a good friend? Think about your best friends, 

why do you enjoy spending time with them? Create a 
poster showing the qualities of a good friend. 

 
 
Please tick each task you have completed so your teacher can easily see how many you have done. 
 

3 tasks = Bronze Sticker  5 Tasks = Silver Sticker  6 Tasks = Gold Sticker 
 

Home Learning Books to be handed in to class teacher on: any day  
Home Learning Books to be given back to pupils within 2 days 

Complete all tasks 
to earn the 

challenge sticker. 


